
Using virtual Google
Design Sprint to create 
innovation in times of crisis

Concept design for a business programme service run by 
e-Estonia Briefing Centre. 
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Background
In cooperation with e-Estonia Briefing Center, Futurist had a 

great challenge to run a virtual design sprint for a new business 

programme service. The service had to be user-friendly, provide 

a clear overview of all services offered by e-Estonia Briefing 

Centre and help direct visitors to services that are the most 

relevant to them.

The initial hypothesis was that the design sprint would help 

to gather all the necessary specialists for four days in order to 

efficiently clarify the vision for the programme and test the final 

outcome for immediate client feedback. As all meetings in the 

country were banned due to the coronavirus, the design sprint 

took place virtually.
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Client
The E-Estonia Briefing center is a center that 

introduces Estonia and receives almost 1,000 

international public and private sector delegations a 

year. During the visit, foreign guests are introduced 

to the e-Estonia success story, e-solutions, ICT sector, 

innovations and achievements. In addition, the guests 

can be introcuced to local entrepreneurs in Estonia 

who offer the corresponding e-solutions in order to 

encourage export of e-services.  

“How to find new 
customers and 
introduce innovative 
Estonian companies 
when all borders 
are closed due to 
quarantine?”



Team
It was important to involve specialists from different 
backgrounds who through their expertise would be able to 
approach the problem from a variety of angles. All the ideas 
and discussions were extremely diverse as on an everyday 
basis the team members were dealing with just their own 
departments and would not get a chance to sit down and 
solve an issue together.

Anna Piperal (Field Manager, e-Estonia Briefing Centre)
Eike Maria Vatsar (Project Manager, e-Estonia Briefing Centre)
Allan Dobrõš (Business Development Manager, e-Estonia Briefing Centre)
Gete Tammann (Event Coordinator, e-Estonia Briefing Centre)
Florian Marcus (Digital Transformation Adviser, e-Estonia Briefing Centre)
Anett Numa (Digital Transformation Adviser, e-Estonia Briefing Centre)
Harle Pihlak (Event Coordinator, e-Estonia Briefing Centre)
Adhele Tuulas (Creaative Assistant, e-Estonia Briefing Centre)
Andres Kostiv (Design Sprint Facilitator UI/UX designer, Futurist)

Kadri Hansson (UI/UX designer and prototyper, Futurist)

All team members freed up 4 full days in their calendars for 
the design sprint. Doing this ensured a sharp focus, excellent 
teamwork and a unified move towards the final outcome.

Product owner
Client support
Sales
Marketing
Designer



- There is a good process in place for our 
  business programme service 

- The solution would be close to what we have today

- Learn to approach problems from a different angle & 
  offer high quality service

- Get the best delegations that would benefit export

- Learn about sprinting as a creative process

- A solution which is better than today’s process and could  
  compete in the world of online webinars

- The solution should be good on the impact / effort scale - 
  it should be high impact but easy to implement

- Come up with something innovative 

- Concept for the Business Programme Service which
  we are 100% satisfied with

What 
the team 
hoped 
to 
achieve



Design Sprint Week

NELJAPÄEV

Tagasiside 
prioritiseerimine 

järgmiste sammude 
loomiseks

Testime prototüüpi 
viie lõppkasutaja 

peal

KOLMAPÄEV

Värbame testitavad 
ja et viia läbi 

lõppkasutajatega 
testimine

Disainime ja loome 
prototüübi

TEISIPÄEV

Loome prototüübi 
piltloo abil

Valime parimad 
lahendused

ESMASPÄEV

Lahenduste hunniku 
loomine

Väljakutse 
defineerimine

WORKSHOP
WORKSHOP

ESMASPÄEV TEISIPÄEV KOLMAPÄEV NELJAPÄEV

Defining the 
challenge

Creating a number of 
different concepts

Choosing the best 
concepts

Primary prototyping, 
creating user stories

Designing and 
prototyping

Recruiting for 
user-testing

User testing on five 
end users

Prioritising feedback 
in order to create 

next steps

THUWEDTUEMON



Persona Helen
“Measure 7 times cut once”

Name: Helen Micke

Age: 34

Sex: female

Marital Status: married, 2 children

Profession: Adviser (Project 
Manager, German Public 
Administration Delegation)

Skills: A project manager who is 
responsible for organizing all the event 
and really likes her job. She wants to 
control everything - so that everything is 
done on time and properly.

She is a good communicator and 
trains her “wolfhounds”. Respects the 
higher level and wants everything to be 
confirmed. Always plans half a year in 
advance. Frustrated when programmes 
change all the time. Uses Facebook 
under a pseudonym.

Devices: smartphone and laptop

Primary Goals:
- Do everything right so that delegations 
  are satisfied with her work; 
  worries a lot
- Wants to justify her work and needs
  praise often
- It’s not just about the content of events 
  but that the delegation is satisfied and 
  happy
- Would like to spend more time in 
  nature



How 
might 
we...

... be able to share the sample programme?

... make business programmes stand out more

    and make sure that their content is clear?

... ensure that there are case studies available on 

    all important topics?

... ensure that potential customers recongise topics 

    which are relevant to them and take advantage of 

    our resources?

... give potential customers all the information they 

    need to make a decision without having to 

    contact us?



Can we prevent that ...
... virtual / AI solutions would not break our budget and their development would not last for years / our

    technology is not aging and there are enough resources to upgrade it?

... the delegation’s interest in e-Estonia is met but final deals with companies still don’t go through?

... those who are interested still have to ask a lot of additional questions and make additional contacts in 
    order to understand our services?



We marked the problem areas with red lines...

... and evaluated possible solutions with red dots.

0
Customer 
Journey 
Mapping



1
Sketching
Primary
Ideas



2
During a quiet individual vote we highlighted the 

best elements of our concepts. All concepts

met the following requirements:

   - High impact and easy to implement

   - Would match the 2-year goal we set during the 

     design sprint

   - Maximises customer satisfaction

2Concept
Selection



3
Creating
Realistic
Prototype

E-Estonia 
Briefing Centre
Redesigning VIP Event Booking System 
during Google Design SprintWe drew the views of the realistic prototype in Figma 
where all participants were able to see in real time 
how the design was coming together and were able to 
participate in its creation.



4
The user-testing took place virtually via Zoom. Each 
participant was interviewed and completed the user 
story task. We then analysed which parts of the prototype 
worked and which did not, after which we selected the 
priority areas for improvement.

4
User-tests 
and further
development



A new business service...











E-Estonia 
Briefing Centre
Redesigning VIP Event Booking System 
during Google Design Sprint

E-Estonia 
Briefing Centre
Redesigning VIP Event Booking System 
during Google Design Sprint



Google Design Sprint 
Outcomes

Preliminary analysis documentation.

Specific long-term goal with performance indicators attached in order to be able to align 
internally towards the goal.

Pinpointed following steps which are based on effort / impact mapping.

Realistic concept prototype which is tested on end users (and includes design files and end 
user test videos).

Detailed PDF report with design print findings and suggestions on how to proceed.



“Sprint was a great opportunity to decipher, design and test a new 
service concept and deliver tangible results that we could implement 
immediately in just 4 days. The workshop was run at a fast pace in a 
captivating and encouraging athmosphere which also improved our 
team spirit!”

- Anna Piperal, e-Estonia Briefing Centre

Client Feedback



Thank You!


